Certified Medical Translation Services in China

1. **ACME Translation Co., Ltd.**
   - Website: [www.acmetranslation.com](http://www.acmetranslation.com)
   - Contact: Jenny Zhan
   - Phone: 13651737711; 21-68862997
   - Email: aaa2008@263.net
   - General Information:
     - RMB200 yuan per 1,000 characters

2. **HYW Translation Company**
   - Website: [www.chinatranslation.net/defaulten.asp](http://www.chinatranslation.net/defaulten.asp)
   - Contact: Lihua Guo
   - Phone: 13122588658; 21-31200158
   - Email: shkehu@263.net
   - General Information:
     - RMB250 yuan per 1,000 characters
     - Turnaround time is 2000-3000 per character/person/day
     - All translators are certified with medical background
     - Clients are able to receive services from different region in China

3. **Shenyang Cancures Hospital Management Co. Ltd.**
   - Phone: 13700013488
   - Email: cancures@163.com

4. **American Translators Association**
   - Contact: Peggy He
   - Phone: 13916938213
   - Email: peggyhepei@sina.com

5. **Angel Translation Corporation**
   - Website: [www.trsol.com](http://www.trsol.com)
   - Contact: Ivy Jiang
   - Phone: 15000417500; 21-33630089 #8013
   - Email: info@trsol.com
   - General Information:
     - We provide translation service with certified medical translators, most of whom possess the certificate of CATTI (this is the most authoritative certificate on translation awarded by Ministry of Personnel of China).
     - And also, we can seal on the translated document with our specialized translation stamp.
     - For document with more than 1000 Chinese characters, we charge RMB 0.28 yuan per each Chinese character. And since we have a minimum order receiving quantity, for document with less than 1000 Chinese characters, we will charge according to the quantity of pages, as RMB 230 yuan per page. We will have discount for client with large quantity of documents.
     - Each translation group can finish translation + proofreading for about 2000 Chinese characters each day. And if it is needed, we can arrange several groups to carry out the translation work for large quantity documents with limited time. Therefore, for more specific information, we may need to see the document and then decide the certain price and work time.
     - Since we have branches in many cities, plus, we handle most of the documents via email, which can help us to work without worrying about the regional difference. I assume that we can provide service in most areas in China.

6. **Xinyitong Translation Co., Ltd.**
   - Website: [www.xytffy.com/medicine.htm](http://www.xytffy.com/medicine.htm)
   - Phone: 2161355188
   - Email: info@e-fanyi.com
Certified Medical Translation Services in U.S.

One Hour Translation
800-720-3722
onehourtranslation.com

L.A. Translation
866-327-1004
213-385-7781
213-368-0700

The Pace Group
Elayne Odowd
(Chinese speaking)
626-363-0725
elayne.odowd@engagepace.com

ISI Translation Services
Graciela Gutierrez
grace@isitrans.com